Abstract: This research introduces four different tools designed for fault type classifications at distribution network. The proposed designs are using Artificial Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic, conventional method and Support Vector Machine as the research techniques with input data obtained from PSCAD simulation. The circuit configuration for fault disturbance at the distribution network was simulated by PSCAD simulation program. The research techniques were applied with multiples input values of voltage and current that extracted from the PSCAD simulation. This research testifies the output result by using different fault resistance values; 0.01Ω, 10Ω, 30Ω, 50Ω and 70Ω. Voltage sag and current swell of phase a, b and c that were obtained from the PSCAD simulation have been used as the input variables for the four different research tools design. The acquired results that represented in average accuracy (%) shows that voltage sag and current swell can draw a satisfying accuracy in classifying the fault type.
Introduction
In recent years, electrical power system has been used in generation, transmission, distribution and also for load systems. The need of electrical power system in daily basis, of course, to provide the electricity for each work globally which includes the medication, construction, and schools [1] . However, when fault at distribution network occurs, it will reduce the reliability and continuity of power delivery. Faults are the most undesirable condition in an electrical power system for which involving the severe effect not only towards the system, but also affect the daily basis, human and environment itself as been mentioned by [2] - [5] . So, it is important to maintain the reliability and continuity of power delivery.
In case permanent fault occurs in transmission or distribution network, the protection devices are not able to work since the fault is unable to make clearance by itself [6] , [7] , [8] . Hence, fault is need to be detected instantly to prevent the problem to happen. In determining the fault location, one of the most essential thing is fault type classification [9] - [13] .
On the other hand, many methods to identify the fault types have been introduced by the researchers in [3] , [9] - [14] which are Artificial Neural Network and Fuzzy Logic. Artificial Neural Network is widely used for its programming technique to solve the non-linear issues and also the problem with fault detection and type classification in electrical power system [9] . It is equipped with distinctiveness of parallel processing, non-linear mapping, associative memory, and also with the learning abilities either online or offline [3] . Besides, ANN has the great features of making it to be considerably used for fault type classification which are able to tolerate with the dynamic changes in electrical power systems and gives the most accurate and quickest outcome [3] . However, ANN however is still lacking in several issues. The issues may be coming from the selection of network type, criteria for termination, the network architecture (involves the number of layers' selection, activation functions selection, and algorithm parameters learning) [13] . For this method, it covers for transmission network only, no further research has been done to use ANN for fault type classification at distribution network.
Another proposed method is Fuzzy Logic, introduced by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh from University of California back in 1960s. According to [15] , Fuzzy Logic is one of the approach to compute the computer language based on different degrees of truth besides the only "truth or false" by Boolean logic. Most commonly, Fuzzy Logic is used for control systems such as car control system, aerospace vehicle control systems, and kitchen appliances [16] . The reason for which the research is using Fuzzy Logic is that, it is easy to be understand for its language and system, and also provide the most precise results [12] . Fuzzy Logic can give a precise and smoother result as it is using range in between 'true or false' to provide multiple results for each different range. Hence, Fuzzy Logic is one of the suitable methods to classify the type of faults for this research [12] .
Besides, Conventional method which is one of the research techniques is known as Matrix laborator that is a high performance language for technical computing. It integrates computation, visualization and programming where problem and solution are expressed into to mathematics code. There are many advantages of MATLAB for solving technical problems especially matric, vector statistic, Fourier analysis calculation. It is interactive tools for iterative explosion, design and problem solving. In MATLAB, the have five main parts which are desktop tools and develop environment, MATLAB mathematical function library, MATLAB language, graphic and MATLAB external interfaces/API [17] .
One of the other proposed method is Support Vector Machine (SVM) method [18] , [19] . To analyze faults signal and to allow fault detection, location, and classification in power system, this method is likely used to solve it. SVM is one of intelligent systems that can be investigated which has been looked at for fault diagnosis in power distribution systems. SVM is faster and accurate computational ability compare than traditional techniques, because of the inherent property of SVM as it requires less training data than other methods [20] . As pattern classifiers, SVM has been adopted in the field of power distribution system classification and localization. By using SVM, classification type of fault pattern will be detected once the learning process is accomplished using training patterns [21] , [22] . Several key purposes and applications of SVM are proposed in the literature that will help to understand the concept of adopting it as a tool for fault detection and classification in power distribution systems [23] .
Hence, with all the mentioned methodologies, this research is aiming to create a better system in classifying the type of fault by using all four different methods. This research aims to observe the behavior of the software in order to get the results; whether or not the system can be carried out by each of the proposed method and its accuracy in determining the fault type.
Network Reconfiguration
A simplified circuit configuration for fault analysis is as shown in Figure 1 The circuit constructed with 18 nodes for the data reference. Each of the nodes represent a point where the fault occurrence takes place. Each of the nodes has different distance from each other in order to determine the effect of fault location to the simulation results. For this research, each of the nodes were simulated for different fault resistance value; 0.01Ω, 10Ω, 30Ω, 50Ω, and 70Ω.
The tested data of the voltage and current from the simulation were recorded in an excel file. These recorded data will be used in four different research tools mentioned; ANN, Fuzzy Logic, MATLAB and SVM as the inputs data for the fault type classification simulation.
Research Methodology
The research was conducted by using voltage and current as the input data. For the research, the fault resistance was manipulated and both of the voltage and current were observed to see its pattern behavior for each different fault type; single line to ground fault, double line to ground fault, double line fault and three phase to ground fault. These pattern behaviors are practical in designing each of the four methods to determining the fault types. The observation through data analysis recorded the pattern behavior of each fault that satisfies the fault calculation theory. The pattern behavior of each fault was tabulated in Table 1 . A: Phase a B: Phase b C: Phase c G: Ground
Fuzzy Logic Design
The block diagram was illustrated in Figure 2 is the general process for fault type classification. From the block diagram, the input data will be sent to Fuzzy Logic as voltage and current values. For these inputs, they will be the reference for Fuzzy Logic Toolbox rules design of each fault type. The Toolbox has the membership function for the rules setup and set the range data of the inputs. For this research, the membership functions will be set as the voltage and current for each phases during fault occurrence in the form of different states. This membership function act as the 'input filter' for which the rules condition was set up for the membership function to decide whether the input values satisfies the rules condition. The toolbox was designed according to the rules structure. It is important in designing the toolbox because the simulation results are depending on the inputs and rules condition of the toolbox. The rules condition can only be decided with pattern behavior in determining the fault type. Each type of fault has their own rules condition that will decide their type.
Conventional Method
The MATLAB programming has been applied for the automation fault type classification to identify the type of fault under varying condition that has been pattern from the data collected from the simulation. The pattern behaviors of the voltage and current RMS profile in Table I has fault will be identified automatically following the condition that have been set in the program and the result will determine type of fault.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
The Voltage sag magnitude, angle and current swell from the simulation were trained using Levenberg-Marquart. Algorithm and three different value hidden layer to identify which one give more accurate result. The Levenberg-Marquart Algorithm is training function restore the weight and bias values based on Levenberg-Marquardt inflation. This training function is the fastest backpropagation and always be use in MATLAB toolbox but it has limitation that use Jacobian for calculation, it means only use mean square error performance function. Figure 5 shows how the training process of ANN works. The data set of voltage and current from PSCAD simulations were declared in neural network tool in MATLAB. The data set was trained by different value hidden layer. The training algorithm used is Levenberg-Marquart with 10, 20 and 30 hidden layers. The simulation of data set by neural network has nine pair of training process. The result from the simulation was obtained and compared to each other whether it is overfitting or not. Once the training process is complete, the result will then be compared again to designate the most accurate training pair in classifying the type of fault.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The main part of SVM in determining the fault type is Multiclass Support Vector Classification (SVC). SVC finds an optimal hyper-plane to separate the voltage samples according to their classes such that the separation between the classes is maximum. For the classification purpose, it uses a training set of voltage sample database of PSCAD simulation. Four classes are assigned for classification purpose since four types of the fault has to be identified. Since the number of classes is more than two, the process will use multiclass classifications; C1 stands for Single line to ground fault (SLGF), C2 for the Line to line fault (LLF), C3 for a Double line to ground fault (DLGF) and C4 is Three phase to ground fault (LLLGF). The voltage samples are trained using radial basis function (RBF) kernel and will classify it based on the classes. The classifications use one versus all concept. Figure 6 describes the type of fault classification by using SVC. 
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Results
In conducting these four methods, all of the methods has shown their ability in detecting all type of faults. Overall, there are 18 nodes set as the reference point for each of the inputs in this research. The study foreseeing the relationship of different fault resistance, Rf value and the fault distance towards the simulation results. Fault resistance is an error initiated at one point in a power system protection and fault location design during a fault occurrence that may cause disoperation in the system design and affect the current and voltage value. Meanwhile, the fault distance is the exact location where the fault takes place. For the research, a 0.01Ω is considered as the low fault resistance while the other fault resistances are considered as the high fault resistance;10Ω, 30Ω, 50Ω and 70Ω.
Impact of Fault Resistance in Classifying Fault Types
The variety of fault resistance values shows different simulation results for each of the methods applied. Results will cover the percentage of accuracy based on the 18 nodes data; whether or not the tools can detect the fault type for all the 18 nodes. An average calculation was used to find the average percentage of the fault type detected. For a single line to ground fault, it consists of three different conditions that represents the connection of each phases and the ground; phase A to ground fault, phase B to ground fault and phase C to ground fault. A double line fault will have three different conditions of fault defined as phase A to B, phase B to C, and also phase C to A fault. Meanwhile, double line to ground fault has three conditions of fault similar to a double line fault except for its connection to ground which called phase A-B to ground, phase B-C to ground and phase C-A to ground fault. For a three phase to ground fault, it is a condition where all the phases will have contact with each other as well as in contact with the ground. Figure 7 shows the accuracy of each methods in detecting the type of fault for the 18 nodes of each fault resistance. The bar chart shows that single line to ground fault has 100% of accuracy in fault type detection for a 0.01Ω fault resistance of each method. The accuracy is depending on its input values which is meeting the command from the tools. Each type of single line to ground fault has been detected by using all four different methods. Table 2 shows the accumulated percentage of accuracy for fault type classification by utilizing four different methods of each fault resistance. For a double line fault, each of the methods used can detect and classify all type of fault with a 100% accuracy for all fault resistance except for ANN that only reached maximum of 95% accuracy. Due to the overfitting of the data, the fault type detection for double line fault is hard for ANN method. Fuzzy Logic method also shows its accuracy can reach up to 100% of accuracy for all fault resistance but it reached up to 94.44% only for a 0.01Ω fault resistance. This kind of error is due to its input values that are not meeting the rules specifications of the Toolbox. That means, the input values of voltage and current were not fulfilling the rules condition for double line fault which make it to be detected as another fault type. The toolbox was affected by the lower fault resistance making the simulation test to be below than 100% accuracy in fault type detection.
The percentage of accuracy in detecting double line to ground fault by utilizing the four methods for each of fault resistance value as shown in Table I reached a 100% accuracy except for Fuzzy Logic and ANN method. Different from ANN, Fuzzy Logic errors arises only for a 0.01Ω fault resistance while ANN method errors arises for each of the fault resistance. These methods have a lower percentage of accuracy in detecting its fault type due to the low fault resistance. The confusion arises due to its similarity pattern with a double line fault makes the tools incapable to detect a double line fault. Hence, decreased its accuracy in classifying the double line to ground fault.
For a three phase to ground fault Table I shows the 100% accuracy of fault type detection of different fault resistance by utilizing the four methods. The incomplexity of its pattern behavior for either low or high fault resistance create zero confusion for the tools to detect the fault type since it does not have any similarities with other fault types compared to a double line and double line to fault does. The fault resistance does not affect the ability of the tools in determining the type of fault. To compare both of the low and high resistance, the relation of the fault resistance and the pattern behavior does affect the accuracy of the tools used in classifying the type of fault. The pattern behavior of a high fault resistance is straightforward compared to a low fault resistance. A low fault resistance even need to put extra deliberation to differentiate each type of faults.
Through observation of the simulation data, the higher fault resistance occurrence through the conductors cause the current to limit its rate of flow in the conductors. Meanwhile, with a lower fault resistance increase the rate flow of current in the conductors. Hence, the current value when a lower fault resistance strikes during fault occurrence is higher than when a high fault resistance strikes. This value differences are what affecting the pattern behavior of the voltage and current during fault occurrence.
Fault Distance Effects in Fault Type Classifying's Accuracy
The study proves that the tools can detect all type of fault with up to 100% of accuracy. Although the tools were simulated with multiples inputs from different fault resistance, it can detect the fault type without any confusion. This study came across to see the effect of fault distance on the simulation results and the relation of it with fault resistance. Figure 8 shows the graph of different fault type for a 0.01Ω detected by the four different methods fault resistance of the 18 nodes. For reference, an O-sign means the fault type of that particular fault location (nodes) is classified accurately and vice versa for a X-sign that represent the incorrect fault type was classified for that particular fault location. From the shown graph in Fig. 8 , the distance or fault location does not affect the ability of the four different methods in determining the type of fault. However, due to some error, fault location seems to affect the accuracy of a tools in simulating a 100% accurate results. The error could be due to the similarity pattern behavior of a double line and double line to ground fault. As can be seen in the graph, only Fuzzy Logic and ANN method have incorrectly detected the double line fault with another type of fault. Figure 9 above shows that the ability of toolbox in classifying the fault type for a higher fault resistance; 10Ω, 30Ω, 50Ω and 70Ω does not depends on the fault location. This means that the tools can still detect the type of fault with a 100% accuracy though the fault location is still unidentified. As well as a higher fault resistance will not affect the percentage of accuracy in fault type detection, the 18 different fault location shows no effect on the simulation results. However, ANN method does detect the double line and double line to ground fault of different fault location incorrectly.
Based on the observation, the fault distance does not affect the simulation results entirely. The error from which shown for ANN method only due to the effect of fault resistance in fault type detection. For the research, there is no relation between fault resistance and fault location and it does shows that a fault location is not as crucial as fault resistance effect in determining the fault type.
Research Methodology's Drawbacks
For the research, all of the fault type can be detected by using the four different methods with a high rate of accuracy. However, there are two of the methods that have the low rate of accuracy in fault type detection; Fuzzy Logic and ANN method. The limitation of Fuzzy Logic approach is when there are confusions in identifying different type of fault due to pattern similarities between the inputs. This confusion, however, can be eliminate with additional rules for the rules structure. So, a detailed observation on the pattern behavior is important to avoid confusion in testifying the Fuzzy Logic simulation. The errors that occurs in ANN method are mostly due to the overfitting of the data for a double line and double line to ground fault. This tool has the lowest rate of accuracy in fault type detection amongst the other four tools, but, the accuracy rate is still within the high accuracy rate; 80%-100%.
Conclusion
